
 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

THE QUAPAW TRIBE OF OKLAHOMA,  
et al., 
 
    Plaintiffs, 
 
v. 
 
BLUE TEE CORP., et al., 
 
    Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
 
 
 
 
Civil Action No. 03-CV-846-CVE-PJC 

 
 

DEFENDANTS’ REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS’ RESPONSE TO THE MOTION OF 
CERTAIN DEFENDANTS TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF THE QUAPAW TRIBE’S 

CLAIMS FOR MEDICAL MONITORING  
 

 
In its Response, the Quapaw Tribe (“the Tribe”) argues that its articulation of a “quasi-

sovereign interest” and its allegation that Defendants’ conduct has harmed a substantial segment 

of its population are sufficient to establish the Tribe’s standing to pursue the private medical 

monitoring claims of its individual members.1  As the Tenth Circuit recognized in Satsky v. 

Paramount, 7 F.3d 1464 (10th Cir. 1993) (“Satsky”), merely identifying a quasi-sovereign 

interest and alleging harm to a substantial segment of the population may be sufficient to 

establish a sovereign’s standing to bring a parens patriae action, but those factors alone are 

insufficient to demonstrate a sovereign’s standing to assert a particular claim.  Under Satsky, a 

sovereign must go beyond those threshold issues and demonstrate that a particular claim is based 

on an injury to an interest held in common by all of its citizens.  The Tribe’s misplaced argument 

is a consequence of its inability to establish that a medical monitoring claim, which arises from 

                                                 
1 Defendants reiterate that they do not address or concede the availability of medical monitoring 
relief under Oklahoma law generally or the possible preemption of medical monitoring claims by 
Section 9604 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 
42 U.S.C. 9601, et seq.   
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the exposure of a particular person’s body to hazardous substance, is a claim based on an injury 

to an interest held in common by all members of the Tribe. 

Recognizing its inability to satisfy the requirements of Satsky, the Tribe ultimately 

concedes that it might lack standing to bring a medical monitoring claim if it were seeking 

money damages.  (Resp. at 12.)  The Tribe attempts to solve this dilemma by arguing that its 

medical monitoring claims actually seek “injunctive relief.”  Despite pleading that it seeks 

“compensatory damages” to pay for medical monitoring “costs” (3d Amd. Compl. [Dkt. # 367] 

at 51-53) the Tribe now proposes to amend its complaint to “clarify” that the money it seeks for 

medical monitoring is really “injunctive relief.”  This desperate attempt by the Tribe to avoid 

dismissal of its medical monitoring claims is a futile effort, however, as the Tenth Circuit does 

not consider medical monitoring funds to be injunctive relief.  Moreover, standing to bring a 

particular claim depends on the interest underlying that claim, not whether that claim seeks 

injunctive relief.  In short, Satsky requires dismissal of the Tribe’s medical monitoring claim 

regardless of how the Tribe characterizes the relief it seeks. 

ARGUMENT 

A. Whether a Sovereign Has a Quasi-Sovereign Interest in an Action is 
Irrelevant to Whether the Sovereign Has Standing to Bring a Particular 
Claim. 

In its Response, the Tribe argues that because it alleges a quasi-sovereign “common 

interest” in the health and welfare of its members, and Defendants’ conduct allegedly has harmed 

a “substantial segment” of those members, the Tribe has standing to assert the private medical 

monitoring claims of individual Tribe members.2  (Resp. at 5, 9, 15.)  The flaw in that argument 

is that it takes factors relevant only to whether a sovereign has standing to bring a parens patriae 

action and attempts to apply those factors to the entirely separate question of whether a sovereign 

                                                 
2 The Tribe cannot seek medical monitoring for all Tribe members because Tribal membership is 
not based on residency at the Tar Creek Site or any particular location. 
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has standing to assert a particular claim.  Under Satsky, standing to bring a particular claim is not 

determined by an analysis of quasi-sovereign interests or whether a defendant’s conduct affects a 

substantial segment of the population.  Id. at 1470.  Instead, a state or sovereign establishes its 

standing to bring a particular claim by demonstrating that the claim is based on an injury to an 

interest “which all citizens hold in common.”  Id. 

In Satsky, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals defined the outer limits of a state or 

sovereign’s ability to bring particular claims in its capacity as parens patriae.  See id. at 1469-70.  

In that case, the court addressed a situation where contamination from historical mining 

operations had caused both public and private injuries, and the State of Colorado had broadly 

settled every claim it could have asserted in its parens patriae capacity.  Id. at 1466-67.  To 

determine whether later claims by individual plaintiffs were barred by operation of res judicata, 

the Tenth Circuit was forced to look beyond the threshold question of whether a state or 

sovereign had parens patriae standing to litigate and address whether the sovereign had the 

power to bring particular claims in that litigation.  See id. at 1467-70.   

To determine which particular claims could have been asserted by the State of Colorado 

as parens patriae, the court did not consider “quasi-sovereign interests” or address the number of 

individuals that had been harmed by the defendant’s conduct.  See id. at 1470.  While those 

factors do determine whether a sovereign has standing in general to maintain an action, they have 

no bearing on whether a sovereign has standing to assert a particular claim.  See id.  Indeed, were 

this not the case, a state or sovereign could simply reiterate the same quasi-sovereign interests it 

identified to justify litigation (such as its far-reaching interest in the health and welfare of its 

people) to establish standing to bring any claim arising from the defendant’s conduct.  This 

would render any analysis of a sovereign’s standing to bring a particular claim pointless: the 

court would always conclude that the sovereign had standing to bring the claim.   
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Instead, the Tenth Circuit identified an entirely separate analysis to determine which 

particular claims a state or sovereign could bring in its parens patriae capacity.  That analysis is 

simple to articulate and easy to apply.  Under Satsky, a state or sovereign has standing to bring 

particular claims only if those claims are based on “injuries to interests which all citizens hold in 

common.”3  Id.  Satsky defines all other claims arising from a defendant’s conduct as claims 

implicating “purely private interests.”  Id. (“By ‘purely private interests,’ we mean claims that 

the state has no standing to bring.”).  Accordingly, to bring medical monitoring claims on behalf 

of individual Tribe members, the Tribe must establish that an individual medical monitoring 

claim is based on an injury to an interest which all Tribe members hold in common.   

B. Medical Monitoring Claims are Not Based on Injuries to Interests Which All 
Citizens Hold in Common. 

The Tribe has not articulated the specific interest that underlies a medical monitoring 

claim and does not attempt to explain how that interest is held in common by all of the members 

of the Tribe.  As recognized by the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, courts that recognize medical 

monitoring claims generally hold that they involve four essential elements:  

1. Plaintiff was significantly exposed to a proven hazardous 
substance through the negligent actions of the defendant.  

2. As a proximate result of exposure, plaintiff suffers a 
significantly increased risk of contracting a serious latent disease.  

3. That increased risk makes periodic diagnostic medical 
examinations reasonably necessary.  

4. Monitoring and testing procedures exist which make the early 
detection and treatment of the disease possible and beneficial. 

Building & Constr. Dept. v. Rockwell Int’l Corp., 7 F.3d 1487, 1493 (10th Cir. 1993) (“B & C”) 

(quoting In Re Paoli R.R. Yard PCB Litigation, 916 F.2d 829, 852 (3d Cir.1990), cert. denied, 

                                                 
3 In its Response, the Tribe does not address why it now rejects this interpretation of Satsky 
when it previously argued to this Court that Satsky restricted “the distinct claims of the sovereign 
Quapaw Tribe” to those claims seeking “damages arising in tort to the interests of all members of 
the tribe.”  (Pl. Resp. to Mot. to Dis. [Dkt. #105] at 8 (emphasis added).)   
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499 U.S. 961 (1991)).  The Tenth Circuit has also noted that a medical monitoring claim can best 

be characterized as a claim in the nature of a personal injury.  See id. at 1493-94 (“It is clear 

from the nature of the medical monitoring claim that it is best characterized as a ‘personal injury’ 

claim broadly defined under the [Colorado Workmen’s Compensation] Act.”); Daigle v. Shell 

Oil Co., 972 F.2d 1527, 1535 (10th Cir. 1992) (“Plaintiffs’ request for medical monitoring to 

allow ‘prevention or early detection and treatment of chronic disease’ smacks of a cause of 

action for damages resulting from personal injury.”). 

A medical monitoring claim, like other personal injury claims, implicates an injury to an 

interest held by an individual person rather than an interest held in common by all citizens.  Each 

of the individual persons who originally brought these medical monitoring claims in the Second 

Amended Complaint claimed an interest in his or her own particular body, an interest in knowing 

whether he or she has contracted a serious latent disease, and an interest in recovering the cost of 

obtaining medical examinations necessary for his or her own medical circumstances.  These are 

purely private interests that the individual Plaintiffs claimed were injured.  None could 

reasonably be described as an interest “which all citizens hold in common.”  See Satsky, 7 F.3d 

at 1470.   

The Tribe spends much effort in its Response describing the “unique nature of the 

relationship” that Tribe members have with each other and the tribal government because of “the 

traditional Indian social fabric.”  (Resp. at 8.)  However, although one Tribe member may care 

about another Tribe member’s well-being, Tribe members do not hold a legally cognizable 

interest in each other’s physical bodies or private property.  Thus, because a medical monitoring 

claim is not based on an injury to an interest held in common by all members of the Tribe, it is a 

claim for an injury to a “purely private interest.” See id.  In sum, therefore, the Tribe lacks 

standing to assert claims for medical monitoring on behalf of individual Tribe members because 

each of those claims implicates an injury to a purely private interest.   
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C. The Tribe Lacks Standing to Bring a Medical Monitoring Claim Even if It 
Attempts to Cast that Claim as Seeking Injunctive Relief. 

The Tribe concedes in its Response that “if the Tribe in this case was only seeking 

damages for medical monitoring, then perhaps Satsky could be interpreted to bar its claims.”  

(Resp. at 12.)  In an attempt to avoid this result, the Tribe argues that it should be permitted to 

amend its pleadings so that the medical monitoring “costs” sought by the individual Plaintiffs in 

the Second Amended Complaint (2d Amd. Compl. [Dkt. #320] ¶ 193), and the “compensatory 

damages” and “costs” the Tribe specifically seeks in the Third Amended Complaint (3d Amd. 

Compl. at 51-53) can be re-labeled “injunctive relief.”  This proposed modification is a 

transparent attempt to avoid dismissal under Satsky by disguising monetary damages as 

“injunctive relief” for payment of the very same “costs of all medical screenings, assessments, 

[and other costs].” (Mot. to Amd. Compl., [Dkt. #440] Ex. 1 ¶ 198 (emphasis added)).  That 

attempt should be rejected. 

Nowhere in Satsky does the court state that a sovereign has parens patriae standing to 

bring all claims seeking injunctive relief or state that the rule established in Satsky does not 

apply to such claims.  Claims for injunctive relief, like claims for money damages, may arise 

from injuries to “purely private interests” or injuries to interests held in common by all citizens.  

See Satsky, 7 F.3d at 1470.  Here, regardless of how the Tribe would re- label the monetary relief 

it seeks through medical monitoring claims, it is clear that the claims are based on injuries to 

private interests, which the Tribe lacks standing to assert.  Moreover, contrary to the Tribe’s 

assertions, the medical monitoring fund it describes is properly characterized as a claim for 

money damages, not a claim injunctive relief. 

The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals has already stated that a medical monitoring claim is 

“essentially a suit for damages” and not injunctive relief.  This was deemed true even where the 

plaintiff sought the establishment of a “court-supervised fund” to finance a structured medical 
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monitoring program.  See B & C, 7 F.3d at 1490-92 (noting that a medical monitoring program is 

“essentially a suit for damages against private defendants as a remedy for past misconduct.”).  

Therefore, any amendment of the Third Amended Complaint to assert that medical monitoring 

damages are “injunctive relief” would have no effect on the Tribe’s standing.  

In support of its argument that its recharacterized medical monitoring claims would assert 

claims for injunctive relief, the Tribe relies upon Cook v. Rockwell International Corp., 778 F. 

Supp. 512, 515 (D. Colo. 1991) (“Cook I”).  Cook I did hold that a court-supervised medical 

monitoring program could be considered “injunctive relief.”  (Resp. at 12-13.)  However, that 

case is no longer good law.   

Following its initial decision, the district cour t in Cook certified a medical monitoring 

class under Rule 23(b)(2).4  See Cook v. Rockwell International Corp., 151 F.R.D. 378 (D. Colo. 

1993) (“Cook II”).  In doing so, the district court recognized that “many decisions classify 

medical monitoring costs as an item of damage” but stated that “[s]uch classification appears 

more appropriate where plaintiffs merely seek the costs of medical monitoring.”  Id. at 387.  

Because it believed the Cook plaintiffs sought relief more similar to “an elaborate medical 

monitoring program of its own, managed by court-appointed court supervised trustees, pursuant 

to which a plaintiff is monitored by particular physicians and the medical data utilized for group 

studies,” the court found the medical monitoring claim “constitute[d] injunctive relief as required 

by Rule 23(b)(2).”  Id.   

However, after the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals decision in B & C, which also 

involved a court-supervised medical monitoring fund, the district court presiding over the Cook 

                                                 
4 Rule 23(b)(2) enables class certification where the relief sought is primarily declaratory or 
injunctive in nature.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(2).  In this case, the individual Tribe members 
who originally brought these medical monitoring claims did not seek class certification under 
Rule 23(b)(2), instead citing Rule 23(b)(3), the category appropriate for class actions seeking 
money damages.  (2d Amd. Compl. ¶ 145.) 
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matter granted the defendants’ motion to decertify the medical monitoring class.  The court 

explained:  

[T]he Tenth Circuit has stated unequivocally that the identical type 
of medical monitoring relief to that sought here is “essentially for 
damages.” … I am therefore constrained to reverse my previous 
finding and to conclude that the instant medical monitoring claim 
seeks primarily monetary damages.  In these circumstances the 
certification of the medical monitoring class under Rule 23(b)(2) is 
inappropriate.   

Cook v. Rockwell International Corp., 181 F.R.D. at 473, 480 (D. Colo. 1998) (“Cook III”) 

(emphasis added).   

In this case, the medical monitoring relief the Tribe now purports to seek -- a court-

managed medical monitoring program which will include both medical testing and group studies 

-- is essentially the same as the medical monitoring fund sought by the Plaintiffs in Cook I and 

described in more detail in Cook II.  In light of the subsequent decision of the Tenth Circuit 

Court of Appeals in B & C, and the Cook III court’s conclusion that Tenth Circuit law barred it 

from characterizing a medical monitoring fund as “injunctive relief,” the Tribe’s reliance on 

Cook I to argue that its medical monitoring claims should be considered prayers for “injunctive 

relief” is misplaced.  Accordingly, the Tribe lacks standing to bring medical monitoring claims 

regardless of how the Tribe attempts to characterize the monetary relief it seeks to recover 

through them.  

D. The Tribe Cannot Pursue Private Claims Even if It Institutes “Claims 
Procedures” to Reimburse the Injured Individuals.  

Notwithstanding its argument that medical monitoring claims are injunctive relief, the 

Tribe also argues that a sovereign has standing to pursue individual claims for money damages 

on behalf of citizens.  (Resp. at 15.)  Specifically, the Tribe argues that “the mere fact that the 

sovereign seeks a monetary recovery for individual citizens does not preclude the sovereign from 
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bringing suit, provided the sovereign institutes adequate claims provisions to process individual 

claims.”  (Id. at 10.)  This is an incorrect statement of the law in this circuit. 

The Tribe bases this argument on In re Edmond, 934 F.2d 1304 (4th Cir. 1991), a case in 

which the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed a state attorney general’s ability to 

participate in bankruptcy proceedings under a state consumer protection statute granting him 

standing to seek refunds on behalf of consumers.  Id. at 1310-11.  To the extent that decision has 

any relevance to this action, In re Edmond is in direct conflict with the binding precedent of this 

circuit.  As the Satsky court made clear, “a state may not sue to assert the rights of private 

individuals.”  Satsky, 7 F.3d at 1429.  This necessarily includes all suits seeking “a monetary 

recovery for individual citizens” (Resp. at 10) regardless of whether the sovereign would 

subsequently institute some kind of claims procedure to reimburse those citizens. 

The Tribe also argues that instituting a “claims procedure,” would resolve any possible 

concerns that res judicata would “unfairly divest[] any person of his right to pursue a recovery on 

his own.”  (Resp. at 10.)  In the Tribe’s view, any person who decided not to submit a claim to 

the sovereign following a final judgment (in favor of the plaintiff) would retain the right to bring 

a suit of his own against the defendant.  (Id.)  This argument misstates the law of res judicata.  

Under “res judicata, or claim preclusion, a final judgment on the merits of an action 

precludes the parties or their privies from relitigating issues that were or could have been raised 

in the prior action.”  Northern Natural Gas v. Grounds, 931 F.2d 678, 681 (10th Cir. 1991).  

Accordingly, even “[w]hen a state litigates common public rights, the citizens of that state are 

represented in such litigation by the state and are bound by the judgment.”  Satsky, 7 F.3d at 

1470 (citing Washington v. Washington State Comm’l Passenger Fishing Vessels Ass’n, 443 

U.S. 658, 692 n.32 (1979)).  Therefore, if a sovereign was permitted to bring claims on behalf of 

its individual citizens, those citizens would be bound to any final judgment that resulted from 

that action, including an adverse judgment.  Id.  Accordingly, the Tribe’s argument that an 
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individual Tribe member would retain a private right of action following a final judgment on his 

medical monitoring claim misstates the law of res judicata.   

E. Parens Patriae Standing to Bring a Claim is Not Determined by Whether a 
Sovereign Would Spend the Judgment Better Than the Injured Individual. 

The Tribe also argues that it should have standing to pursue its members’ medical 

monitoring claims because the Tribe would spend a medical monitoring judgment more 

responsibly than would an individual who had been exposed to a hazardous substance.  (Resp. at 

17-18.)  This argument has no basis.  This circuit does not grant parens patriae standing to bring 

particular claims by analyzing whether a state or sovereign would spend the judgment more 

responsibly than an individual plaintiff.  See Satsky, 7 F.3d at 1469 (holding that a state does not 

have parens patriae standing to bring claims for “medical expenses”).  Instead, parens patriae 

standing to bring a particular claim is based on whether the interest underlying that claim is a 

purely private interest or an interest held in common by all citizens.  Id. at 1470.   

CONCLUSION 

The Tribe has failed to establish that a medical monitoring claim is a claim based on an 

injury to an interest held in common by all Tribe members.  Instead, the Tribe attempts to 

refashion its medical monitoring claim as one for injunctive relief (relying on overruled case 

law) and otherwise relies on arguments relevant only to its standing to pursue a parens patriae 

action, not a particular claim.  None of these arguments establishes that the Tribe has standing to 

bring medical monitoring claims, which are based on injuries to purely private interests.  

Accordingly, the Tribe’s medical monitoring claims should be dismissed. 
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